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at a loss however to explain the poet s purpose in shifting
the whole tone of this fine poem in the closing line which is
a superficial parody oh to be inin finlandnowFinland now that sum-
mer s here that s good light verse but inappropriate here

the fun house manikin s lover isis typical of the imagi-
nation and resourcefulness gale boyd shows in her best poems

the fun house manikin s lover
slumps at east between tours
pounds of suspended plastic
with padded paunch
and face of welded jello

one of the strongest poems inin the collection is the
invalid

I1 accept their sad sighs
as careless howling hymns
hollow as atrairair that passes ffromrom frigid
places their faces those faces rigid
with practiced pity pretending to cry
all warmth that comes from cold lips isis a lie

in addition to the clear unobstructed movement of the
poem and its perfect control of tone one admires the skillful
use of meter and rime subtle yet supportive from first to
last

certainly with the lost the found we have only the
debut of a rich multifaceted talent that will continue to de-
velop and produce inin the years ahead

CHARIS SOUTHWELL collected poems of charlscharis southwell
new york exposition press 1972 62 ppap 3005003.00300

charischartscharls southwell a graduate cumcunicundumi laude of brigham young
university died at the age of twenty nine while still devel-
oping her poetic talents her collected poems therefore con-
tains pieces of varying quality but among them are several
of lasting value which we are fortunate to have permanently
preserved

the poems take various directions somesornesoine relatively stylized
and elaborate in the manner of the now old new critics
most much more direct and open inin the contemporary mode
to this reviewer the latter seem more successful for in
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stance in snowed in a family awaits christmas in the
country the snow is high there is a chance the advancing
snow plow may reach them in time for them to have a con-
ventionalventional christmas complete with store bought presents there
isis a chance it may not the atmosphere is perfectly rendered
balanced between the two possible futures the fulcrum of
the poem is the sound of the nearing snow plow a mixed
blessing which causes the narrator to ponder what might
have cocomeme of one more solitary morningsilentmorning Silent dark and
waiting understated yet fully accessible the emotions of
the poem are created by the poem itself

the power of the unembroidered style is evident in another
poem untitled which begins

I1 have this small spare gratitude to give
hardly there for all your care

though this poem like several others echoes strongly
of hopkins cummings and even emily dickinson it retains
a freshness of its own

lest these mentions of simplicity suggest a poverty of style
be assured that Ms southwick s poems are poetry not merely
rearranged prose the poet knew well and was becoming
skillful in the special uses of the poetic line listen to the
first stanza of our family

the sweet dreams of the warm evening
brush aside the whispswhisks of years
and bring us close again
in arms of thought
and a touch of tears
remembering the bright noisy love that filled our house
the never quiet unrelenting clang and call and song

no culture ever has too many serious poets and the mor-
mon subculturesub culture has never had enough charischartscharls southwell s

early death is a loss to that culture and to the wider audience
of poetry readers in general but because she was a serious
poet engaged in learning her trade well charischartscharls southwell
produced even inin her short lifetime a significant though
small body of work for this we can be grateful to her we
also owe gratitude to her husband william H southwell
who undertook the publication of her poems after her death
that she anticipated that death and faced it like a woman is
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evident from many of the poems in this collection none
perhaps more direct and poignant than butterfly

remember me I1 cry I1 cry
remember me I1 can t say why
except I1 longed except I1 loved
and now before I1 lived I1 die

EMMA lou THAYNE spaces inin the sage salt lake city
parliament publishers 1971 60 ppap 3505503.50350

it is very difficult inin the realm of poetry to distinguish
the line that separates the amateur from the professional

certainly money isis no criterion here as it is supposed to be
in sports wherever that line may be however it is very
clear that eminaemma lou thayne has crossed it

this reviewer had the opportunity of reading a number of
Ms thayne s earlier poems prior to studying this volume
the earlier poems were clever and delightful the work of a
talented amateur in spaces inin the sage however the poet
writes with the clear firm authority of the professional her
work includes somesornesoine of the most readable and most polished
poems ever to come out of this region several of them can
stand in company with the best modern poetry being written
in america today

one tilingthing that bespeaks the professional is a distinctive
style readers who give their attention to the poems of spaces
in the sage will hereafter be able to spot the poet s work
very quickly for its special proportions of toughness and ten-
dernessderness its use of rich yet carefully selected detail its con-
trolled humor and its explosive quality explosive is used
here to suggest the light that suddenly flashes in the reader s

mind usually at the completion of a poem and almost always
in a manner unexpected lesser poets attempting ththee same
impact often manipulate their poems Ms thayne how-
ever makes the poem do its own work the explosion occurs
because the poem lights the fuse

vigor isis another characteristic of Ms thayne s work
vigor of style as well as of content her images move with
an energy of their own purple flowers spilled like sawdust

you would tire of pink and spit back seeds of
black 1 I hang on arms fullkneesfull knees gripping leather


